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The ADP/ATP carrier (AAC) transports ADP and ATP across the inner mitochondrial membrane. Unlike most transporters, which
have two-fold direct or inverted quasisymmetry, AAC has apparent three-fold rotational symmetry. Further, its transport rate is
relatively fast for transporters that carry large solutes. Here, we study the yeast AAC carrier 3 by obtaining comprehensive
NMR relaxation dispersion measurements, which provide residue-specific information on the protein’s conformational exchange.
Our data indicate that AAC is predominantly in the cytosol-facing open state and converts to a sparsely populated state in an
asymmetric manner despite its three-fold structural symmetry. Binding of the substrate ADP substantially increases the rate of
conformational exchange, whereas the inhibitor CATR slows the exchange. These results suggest that although the transporter
catalyzes the translocation of substrate the substrate also facilitates interconversion between alternating states, and this
interconversion may be relevant to the transport function.
A key aspect of the transport mechanism of solute carriers is dynamic
coupling between solute binding and a protein-conformational switch
that facilitates solute translocation across the membrane1,2. With
rapidly growing availability of crystal structures capturing various
states of transporters and advances in molecular dynamics (MD)
simulation techniques, addressing transporter conformational
dynamics by computational means is becoming increasingly
feasible3–5. However, experimental observation of transporter
dynamics is still rare, and it has relied mostly on spectroscopic
methods such as fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET). The
high sensitivity of FRET affords measurement at the single-molecule
level and has been used to provide insights into the dynamic pro
perties of LacY, LeuT and GltPh6–10.
The use of NMR to investigate membrane-protein structures and
dynamics is an emerging area of research11–15. NMR has much lower
sensitivity than FRET, but it has the advantage of providing residuespecific information on conformational exchange. Because NMR
experiments are sensitive to the timescale and magnitude of chemical exchange, they can be tailored to probe various dynamic processes
of solute carriers. For systems that are slow on the NMR timescale,
ZZ exchange16,17 and chemical exchange saturation transfer18 are
sensitive methods for measuring protein conformational dynamics. For exchange processes on the microsecond-to-millisecond time
scale, R2 relaxation dispersion is the suitable probe19,20, and it has
been used successfully to detect sparsely populated states (known
alternatively as ‘invisible states’)21,22. Thus far, the only comprehensive NMR measurement of conformational exchange of a membrane
transporter has been on the multidrug-resistance transporter EmrE

bound to the substrate tetraphenylphosphonium (ref. 13). In that
study, ZZ-exchange measurements showed that EmrE undergoes
conformational exchange with a rate constant of 4.8 s−1 between an
inward- and an outward-facing state, and this conformational change
is responsible for substrate transport through the membrane.
We sought to investigate the conformational dynamics of the mitochondrial AAC, an essential protein in eukaryotes that exchanges
ADP and ATP across the inner mitochondrial membrane23,24. The
AAC is a much faster transporter than EmrE; high-time-resolution
measurements showed that the transport rates for ADP and ATP
are 400 s−1 and 160 s−1, respectively25. At this rate, ZZ exchange is
not applicable, and NMR measurement of conformational exchange
would require less sensitive methods for measuring R2 relaxation dispersion. The AAC belongs to the mitochondrial carrier family (MCF)
of transporters, which catalyzes the trafficking of metabolites and
ions into and out of the matrix23,26. It is also the only MCF member
for which high-resolution structures have been determined27,28. The
crystal structures of AAC bound to the inhibitor carboxyatractyloside
(CATR) resemble an open-top barrel formed by three structurally
similar domains in parallel orientation (Fig. 1a,b). Each domain consists of two transmembrane (TM) helices separated by an amphipathic
(AP) helix. It has been proposed that ADP/ATP transport involves
interconversion between a cytosol-facing open state (c state) and a
matrix-facing open state (m state)24. The crystal structure of AAC is
open to the cytosol side and thus represents the c state. The m-state
structure is still unknown.
Several open questions are associated with AAC and MCF members
in general, particularly relating to their unusual structural symmetry
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RESULTS
A functionally relevant NMR sample of AAC
We first produced an NMR-amenable and functionally relevant AAC
sample. We expressed the yeast AAC carrier 3 (yAAC3) in Escherichia
coli cells and purified the carrier by nickel–nitrilotriacetic acid
affinity, ion exchange, ATP affinity and size-exclusion chromatography (Online Methods). We reconstituted the purified yAAC3 in
dodecylphosphocholine (DPC) micelles at pH 6 for NMR measurements. Because AAC has a highly specific inhibitor, CATR, we used
CATR binding to examine proper folding of yAAC3 in the NMR
sample. Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) showed that CATR
binds DPC-reconstituted yAAC3 with a Kd of ~15 µM (Fig. 1c and
Supplementary Fig. 1a). Previously, a binding study with a more
native inhibitor showed that atractyloside, a CATR derivative, binds
yeast mitochondrial AAC carrier 2 (yAAC2) with a Kd of 192 µM
(ref. 29). Another earlier study of ATP-transport inhibition showed
that CATR binds to AAC about ten times more strongly than atractyloside30,31. The combined results indirectly suggest that the Kd of
CATR binding to yAAC3 is ~20 µM under native conditions, a result
consistent with our observed CATR binding in the NMR sample.
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The sample yielded a good-quality NMR spectrum (Fig. 1d) that
is characteristic of α-helical proteins. Chemical-shift changes of an
0.8-mM yAAC3 sample titrated with CATR indicated binding saturation at around 4 mM CATR (total inhibitor concentration). Simulated
binding curves for various Kd values at fixed protein concentration
(0.8 mM) indicated that the Kd from NMR titration is ~150 µM
(Supplementary Fig. 1b,c). The increased Kd measured by NMR
compared to ITC for CATR and ADP is most probably due to the
increased detergent concentration necessary for NMR experiments.
In NMR titration measurements, most of the residues expected to be
involved in CATR binding showed a CATR concentration–dependent
chemical-shift perturbation, including residues Lys27, Ile84, Arg85
and Thr86 (Fig. 1e). These residues interact with CATR according
to the crystal structure of the yeast AAC–CATR complex determined
recently28. We further showed by NMR titration that ADP addition
leads to concentration-dependent chemical-shift perturbation for
several cavity residues, including Arg141, which is believed to directly
interact with ADP. Analysis of the titration data suggested a Kd of
~500 µM for ADP binding (Supplementary Fig. 1d,e). We further
showed ADP binding with ITC (Supplementary Fig. 1f). The current
and previous results together indicated that the yAAC3 reconstituted
in DPC was suitable for both NMR and functional measurements.
Measurement of R2 relaxation dispersion
Having obtained a functionally relevant NMR sample of yAAC3, we
conducted relaxation dispersion measurements for the transporter in
three different states: in the free form, in the presence of the substrate
ADP and in the presence of the inhibitor CATR. The presence of a second
less populated state in equilibrium with the major state of a protein leads
to line broadening of the major-state NMR peaks, and this effect can be
modulated by application of a train of 180° radio frequency (RF) pulses
in the CPMG pulse sequence19,20. The shape of the resulting relaxation
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in comparison to that of most solute carriers. First, the AAC has
a three-fold longitudinal quasisymmetry (with the symmetry axis
perpendicular to the membrane) instead of the more common
two-fold symmetry. It is unclear whether the AAC undergoes the
‘V–to–inverted V’ type of conformational switching, which has been
proposed as a possible transport mechanism24 and has been determined to be the transport mechanism for LacY10 and EmrE13. Here,
we performed comprehensive measurements of R2 relaxation dispersion of the yeast AAC to address the intrinsic and the substrate- and
inhibitor-modulated conformational exchange of this architecturally
unorthodox solute transporter.

119.0
7.75

7.65
1

7.55

H (p.p.m.)

Figure 1 AAC architecture and its functional reconstitution in DPC. (a) Schematic of the tripartite topology of AAC. AAC is composed of three domains
with homologous sequence and structure. Each domain contains two long TM helices and an amphipathic helix on the mitochondrial matrix side.
Conserved prolines located approximately at the middle of the odd-numbered TM helices cause large kinks in these helices. (b) Ribbon representation of
the crystal structure of the yAAC3–CATR complex (PDB 4C9Q28). Domains I–III are colored in blue, purple and orange, respectively, as in a. The CATR
molecule is shown as cyan sticks. Labeled residues are those showing close contact with CATR. (c) ITC analysis of yAAC3 binding to CATR. The top and
bottom graphs show the raw data and normalized integration data, respectively. Data fitting yields Kd = 14.9 ± 9.6 µM s.d. (n = 3 repeat experiments
with Kd values of 25.6, 11.0 and 8.1 µM; data shown are values obtained from fitting the ITC curve in c). N, stoichiometry. (d) 15N TROSY-HSQC
spectrum of 15N-13C- and 2H-labeled yAAC3 reconstituted in 120 mM DPC micelles at pH 6.0, recorded at 30 °C and 1H frequency of 600 MHz.
(e) A region of the 15N TROSY-HSQC showing serial perturbation of several residues of yAAC3 (0.8 mM) involved in CATR binding, according to the
crystal structure. The spectra were recorded at total CATR concentrations of 0 mM (blue), 1 mM (yellow), 2 mM (cyan) and 4 mM (red).
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. Because the backbone ( H, N) resonances of yAAC3 in a 2D 1H-15N correlation
spectrum were very overlapped, we measured
relaxation dispersion in the 3D mode by introducing the TROSY 15N-CPMG element32 into the 3D TROSY-HNCO
pulse sequence (Supplementary Fig. 2). For peaks with lower signalto-noise (SN) ratio, we used the more sensitive 2D TROSY-HSQC–based
experiment. The combined data from 3D and 2D 15N-CPMG experiments
recorded at magnetic field strengths of 600 and 700 MHz allowed us to
derive the microsecond-millisecond motion of ~95% of the assigned residues of free and ADP-bound yAAC3. For the CATR-bound state, a smaller
number of residues could be analyzed, owing to decreased SN ratios.
AAC shows exchange between the c state and an excited state
We detected nonflat relaxation dispersion profiles for residues in the
TM helices (H1–H3, H5 and H6) and the AP helices (h1 and h2)
(examples in Fig. 2a). Fitting these curves individually to a numerical
solution of the Bloch equation33 yielded similar values of rates and
populations for free yAAC3. For the ADP- and CATR-bound forms
of yAAC3, however, the rates were different between the TM and AP
helices. Therefore, when performing global fitting of dispersion data
to a two-state exchange model34,35 (Online Methods), we treated TM
and AP regions separately for the three sample conditions, to obtain a
consistent fit for all three states. For free yAAC3, the global fit yielded
kex ≈ 870 ± 200 s−1 for TM and 940 ± 170 s−1 for AP regions (Table 1
and Supplementary Table 1). The fit also yielded relative populations
of 98.0 ± 0.4% and 2.0 ± 0.4% for the two states at equilibrium, with
maximum ∆ω as large as 5.7 p.p.m. in 15N. To further validate the
relaxation dispersion parameter obtained from two fields, we performed additional 2D relaxation dispersion experiments at 800 MHz
for free AAC and AAC in the presence of ADP (Supplementary Fig. 3).
Fitting data from all three fields to a two-state exchange model yielded
very similar exchange parameters (Supplementary Table 2). Because
the NMR spectrum of free yAAC3 is very similar to that of CATRbound yAAC3, the major population should be in the c state (or the
ground state). The c state transiently converts to a sparsely populated
excited state. Although there is no direct information on the conformation of the excited state, it is expected to be structurally distinct
from the c state because of the large ∆ω values.
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than two-fold (kex = 1,800 ± 350 s−1) (Fig. 2b and Table 1). This observation indicates that ADP facilitates the conversion between the c state
and the excited state. For binding of both inhibitor and substrate, the
exchange rate of the AP helices was not substantially affected, thus suggesting that the intrinsic motion of the AP helices is subject to a different
mode than the TM region. This is consistent with the AAC structure,
in which the loops connecting the AP helices to the TM helices are
mostly flexible27,28. In both cases of binding of CATR and ADP, the
relative populations of the two states also did not appear to be affected,
although the uncertainties were substantially larger than those of fitting
results for free yAAC3 (Table 1 and Supplementary Table 1).
AAC conformational exchange is asymmetric
Despite the three-fold quasisymmetry of the AAC structure, the residues that show substantial exchange were asymmetrically distributed
(Fig. 3a). The large exchanges were concentrated in domain I, and
the kink region of H1 showed the strongest chemical exchange. For
example, ∆ω of Ala26 and Ser31 were 5.7 ± 0.9 and 5.5 ± 1.4 p.p.m.,
respectively (Fig. 3b). Moreover, the binding of ADP or CATR did not
substantially alter the pattern of affected residues (Supplementary
Fig. 4). The large chemical-shift differences between the ground and
excited states are indicative of a major conformational rearrangement
in that region. The peaks corresponding to the H3 kink region were
too broad and weak to be analyzed; however, the strong line broadening is probably also due to microsecond-millisecond exchange. Several
residues on the matrix side of H1, H3 and H5 showed exchange as
well, including residues that belong to the AAC signature sequence,
for example, Gln41, Ala146 and Met246. These residues are parts of
helical segments that pack with each other to close the matrix side of
the cavity. Chemical exchange in this region is probably associated
with opening of the cavity to the matrix side.
Table 1 Kinetic and thermodynamic parameters of yAAC3 derived
from relaxation dispersion measurements
State

Protein region

Free yAAC3

Modulation of AAC dynamics by inhibitor and substrate
The addition of 3 mM CATR decreased the exchange rate for the TM
region by more than five-fold (kex = 150 ± 110 s−1) (Fig. 2c and Table 1),
as expected from binding of the inhibitor to the cavity of the transporter.
But remarkably, the presence of 10 mM ADP, which is also believed to
bind the cavity, increased the exchange rate of the TM region by more
638
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Figure 2 Conformational exchange detected by
NMR relaxation dispersion. Examples of 15N
relaxation dispersion profiles for Gln41 and
Ile84, measured at 1H frequencies of 600 MHz
(red circles) and 700 MHz (blue circles).
νCPMG, CPMG-based RF field strengths;
eff, effective. Error bars, s.d. (n = 4 repeat
experiments). (a) Relaxation dispersion of
yAAC3 in the absence of ligands. (b) Relaxation
dispersion of yAAC3 in the presence of
10 mM ADP. (c) Relaxation dispersion of
yAAC3 in the presence of 3 mM CATR.
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Figure 3 The intrinsic chemical-exchange map of yAAC3. (a) Cylinder
representation of yAAC3 (PDB 4C9Q28) showing backbone-amide 15N
nuclei of free yAAC3 with substantial chemical exchange (green spheres).
These residues all show kex ≈ 870 ± 200 s−1. Gray spheres, residues
with flat relaxation dispersion curves; cyan sphere, severely exchangebroadened residues. (b) Representation as in a, showing residue-specific
chemical-shift differences (∆ω) between the ground and excited states.
The spheres are colored according to ∆ω value, in a linear gradient from
yellow (0.5 p.p.m.) to red (4 p.p.m.). (c) Residue-specific chemical-shift
changes (∆Ω) induced by the addition of 10 mM ADP, mapped to the
yAAC3 structure in the same orientation as in a and b. The ∆Ω are shown
with a linear color scale from 0.01 p.p.m. (yellow) to 0.03 p.p.m. (red).
Residues with strong relaxation dispersion are indicated as gray spheres
to illustrate the difference between chemical exchange– and ADP-induced
chemical-shift changes.

DISCUSSION
Our relaxation dispersion data show that yAAC3, both free and in
the presence of substrate, is predominantly in the c state, which is the
low-energy state. The high-energy state accounts for only about 2%
of the population at equilibrium. The c state being the ground state
is consistent with previous findings that AAC in isolated mitochondria adopts the c-state conformation23. We believe that the excited
state and the m state are likely to have similar conformations because
the large ∆ω values are associated with residues of the proline kink
(Figs. 1a and 3b), and conformational rearrangements of the proline
kinks are required for switching from the c state to the m state23,24.
Furthermore, residues involved in closing the matrix side of the AAC
cavity, namely Gln41, Ala146 and Met246, showed large conformational exchange, which is most probably due to the opening of the
matrix side during transitioning from the c state to the m state 23,24.
AAC, with its striking asymmetry in state distribution, is in contrast
with many other solute transporters that have more-equal populations of the alternating-access states such as LacY10, LeuT7 and
EmrE13. We acknowledge that the AP helices are positively charged,
and thus the presence of membrane potential in vivo might affect the
population distribution.
The ∆ω mapping (Fig. 3b) indicates that the switch from the
c state to the excited state involves structural rearrangement in
the kink regions and the matrix-side region of the odd-numbered
helices as well as the N-terminal half of H2. The asymmetric pattern
of exchange appears to be an intrinsic property of yAAC3 because neither substrate nor inhibitor significantly altered the ∆ω distribution.
Ligand binding modulates only the rate of exchange between the
two states. We emphasize that the modulation of relaxation dispersion by the ligands is not a consequence of chemical-shift perturbation induced by ligand binding because the chemical-shift changes
induced by ADP binding were on average ~50-fold smaller than the
∆ω values of conformational exchange and were associated with a
different set of residues from those showing relaxation dispersion
(Fig. 3c). The observation that CATR binding slowed conformational exchange by more than five-fold is consistent with successful
crystallization of AAC having been achieved thus far only in the
presence of CATR27,28, which may facilitate crystal formation by
making the AAC less dynamic. In contrast to CATR, ADP increases
the exchange rate from 800 to 1,800 s−1, and the fast rate is compatible with AAC’s being a fast transporter (rate ~400 s −1 observed
in liposome assays25). Earlier studies using NMR and FRET on
EmrE27,28 and LeuT27,28 have shown that substrates are capable of
modulating the transition rate between inward-open and inwardclosed states without changing the population distribution between
the two states27,28.
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A conceptual model of the ligand-modulated dynamics of AAC can
be proposed on the basis of our NMR measurements and previous
functional data. The rate of chemical exchange as derived from relaxation dispersion data is determined by the energy barrier separating the
two alternating-access states required for transport (Fig. 4a). Binding
of substrate lowers the activation energy either by destabilizing the
c state or by stabilizing the transition state, thus resulting in an increase
by more than two-fold in the exchange rate. Conversely, CATR binding
raises the activation energy, and this can be explained by two possible
mechanisms. First, CATR binding stabilizes the c state and would lower
the energy of the c state and thus alter the population distribution
between the c state and the excited state. However, because a five-fold
decrease in rate results in an ~1.5% decrease in the excited population, which is the same as the uncertainty in pe (Table 1), we cannot
conclude whether or not CATR binding lowers the energy of the
c state. Another possible mechanism is that CATR binding does not
necessarily lower the energy of the c state but instead functions as
a molecular wedge that attenuates the transition from the c state to
the excited state. In this case, the energy barrier between the two
states would be raised without changing the relative populations of
the states. This is a more likely scenario because CATR binds mainly
to the side of the AAC cavity that shows strong exchange.
Transporters have been optimized to selectively transport substrates.
It is conceivable that they adopt structures for which the interconversion
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of ADP with AAC are located in domains I and II, thus potentially
explaining the asymmetry of conformational exchange detected by
the relaxation dispersion experiments. Furthermore, the MD simulation suggests that ADP directly interacts with Arg141 and Lys37 and
consequently disrupts the interhelical salt bridges, thus facilitating
opening of the matrix side5.
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Figure 4 A model for explaining ligand-modulated conformational
exchange of AAC. (a) Energy diagrams of AAC in the absence and
presence of ligands. The low-energy state of the free AAC adopts the
c-state conformation, which is represented by the crystal structure.
The c state transiently switches to a high-energy excited state, for which
the structure is unknown. The binding of the inhibitor CATR raises the
activation energy of the conformational switch, whereas the binding of
the substrate ADP lowers the activation energy. (b) A deep view into the
yAAC3 cavity, showing three acidic and three basic residues forming a
network of interhelical salt bridges (red lines) that ‘locks’ the proline-kink
segments in a conformation that closes the matrix side of the cavity. ADP
pyrophosphate is expected to transiently form salt bridges with the basic
residues, thus disrupting the interhelical salt bridges facilitating the
conformational switch to the excited state. This mechanism is consistent
with the large chemical exchange observed for this region of the yAAC3
cavity in the presence of ADP (purple spheres; additional structures in
Supplementary Fig. 4).

between two alternating-access states can be selectively facilitated by
the designated substrate. For yAAC3, the ADP-facilitated switch from
the c state to the excited state can be explained by the structure of the
c state and the proposed ADP-binding site5,36. In the c-state crystal
structure, the closed matrix side of the cavity is stabilized by a network
of interhelical salt bridges that hold the odd-numbered TM helices
together (Fig. 4b). These salt bridges are formed between Glu34 and
Arg141, Lys37 and Asp238, and Asp138 and Arg241 (refs. 5,27,28). It
has been predicted, on the basis of an MD simulation and functional
data, that upon binding to bovine AAC, the phosphate groups of ADP
form multiple salt bridges with the three basic residues and that the
adenine ring interacts with a hydrophobic pocket formed by Gly188,
Ile189 and Tyr192 of H4 (refs. 5,36). The majority of interactions
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ONLINE METHODS

Sample preparation. A gene encoding residues 1–307 of the yeast ADP/ATP
carrier 3 (yAAC3) with an N-terminal His6 tag was synthesized by GenScript
and was subsequently cloned into the pET21a expression vector. The plasmid
containing the yAAC3 insertion was transformed into the E. coli BL21(DE3)
(New England BioLabs) expression strain. The cells were grown at 37 °C in M9
minimal medium to an OD of ~0.8. After induction with 0.5 mM IPTG, the
protein was expressed for 4 h at 37 °C. yAAC3 was expressed in inclusion bodies
and refolded according to a previously established protocol to generate folded
protein for functional assays37. The cells were lysed in buffer containing 20 mM
HEPES, pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl, 30 mM lysozyme and 1 mM β-mercaptoethanol
(BME). After centrifugation at 20,000g for 30 min, the pellet containing the
inclusion body was collected and solubilized with buffer containing 1.67% (w/v)
N-lauroylsarcosine (sarkosyl), 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM BME
and 0.05% polyethylene glycol 4000 (PEG). After solubilization at 4 °C for 16 h,
the solution was centrifuged at 20,000g for 30 min to remove the insoluble debris.
The supernatant containing the solubilized yAAC3 was rapidly diluted three-fold
with buffer containing 6 mM dodecylphosphocholine (DPC), 20 mM HEPES, pH
7.4, 150 mM NaCl and 200 mM imidazole and was then passed through Ni-NTA
resin (Thermo Scientific) preequilibrated with dilution buffer. The protein was
eluted in buffer containing 3 mM DPC, 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl
and 200 mM imidazole. To remove the misfolded protein, the yAAC3 eluate was
dialyzed against buffer containing 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.4, and 30 mM NaCl
for 4 h and purified with a Hi-trap Q FF column (GE Life Sciences). To further
fractionate the active form, the yAAC3 purified from the Q column was loaded
onto resins cross-linked with ATP (Jena Bioscience). After extensive washing with
buffer containing 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.4, 3 mM DPC and 50 mM NaCl, yAAC3
was eluted with 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.4, 3 mM DPC and 500 mM NaCl and was
finally passed through a Superdex 200 size-exclusion column (GE Life Sciences)
in FPLC buffer containing 30 mM MES, pH 6.0, 20 mM NaCl, 5 mM BME and
3 mM DPC. The homogenous yAAC3 fractions were pooled and concentrated
to produce the final NMR sample containing 0.8 mM yAAC3, 120 mM DPC,
5 mM BME, 30 mM MES, pH 6.0, and 20 mM NaCl.
ITC experiments. The calorimetric titrations were carried out at 30 °C on a
MicroCal ITC200 instrument. A solution of 50 µM yAAC3 in buffer containing
30 mM MES, pH 6.0, and 20 mM NaCl with 3 mM DPC was loaded into the
sample cell. Carboxyatractyloside (CATR) was dissolved in the same buffer to
1 mM concentration and loaded into the injection syringe. Titration curves were
generated by 18 successive injections of 2 µL CATR, spaced at 160-s intervals.
The ITC experiments were performed in triplicate, and the data were analyzed
with ORIGIN 7. The Kd and the stoichiometry (N) were calculated by fitting the
thermograms to one set of binding sites.
1HN,

NMR resonance assignment. Sequence-specific assignment of backbone
15N, 13Cα, 13Cβ and 13C′ resonances was first carried out for the apo-AAC.
The triple-resonance experiments used for this purpose include TROSY-based
HNCA, HN(CO)CA, HNCACB, HN(CO)CACB, HN(CA)CO and HNCO38,39.
Additionally, the assignments were validated with a 3D (HN, HN)-HSQC-NOESYTROSY spectrum with 15N, 15N and 1HN evolution in the t1, t2 and t3 dimensions,
respectively, recorded with an NOE mixing time of 250 ms. These experiments
were performed with an 0.8 mM 15N/13C/2H-labeled apo-AAC sample at 30 °C
on a 600-MHz Bruker spectrometer equipped with a cryogenic TXI probe.
Resonance assignments were obtained for ~80% of all backbone and 13Cβ resonances. Resonance assignment of the ADP- or CATR-bound state was achieved
by tracing the assigned resonances of the apo-AAC when the AAC sample was
titrated with increasing amounts of ADP or CATR. The NMR experiments used
for the titration are 2D 1H-15N TROSY-HSQC and 3D TROSY-HNCO recorded
under the same conditions. Data were processed with NMRPipe40 and analyzed
with CcpNmr41.
NMR relaxation dispersion measurements. Backbone 15N single-quantum
CPMG relaxation dispersion experiments were performed on a 600-MHz, a
700-MHz, and an 800-MHz Agilent DD2 spectrometer equipped with a thirdgeneration cryogenic probe. The CPMG dispersion experiment measures the
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modulation of the transverse relaxation rate (R2(1/τcp)) as a function of the
delay (τcp) between 180° RF pulses. As shown in the data analysis, the R2 versus
τcp data can be fitted to determine equilibrium populations (pa, pb), kinetics
(kex = k1 + k−1) and chemical-shift differences (∆ω) between the two inter
converting conformations.
Residue-specific R2 dispersion was measured with the 2D 15N TROSY-CPMG42
and the 3D TROSY-CPMG-HNCO (Supplementary Fig. 3) experiments.
Because 35% of the AAC resonances overlapped in the 2D 1H-15N TROSYHSQC spectrum, it was essential to record the 3D TROSY-CPMG-HNCO spectra, which provided the large majority of the relaxation dispersion measurements.
The CPMG experiments use a 20-ms constant-time 15N relaxation delay with
τcp spacing of 236.778 µs, 271.3 µs, 314.143 µs, 375.667 µs, 459.0 µs, 584.0 µs,
792.333 µs, 1,209 µs and 2,459 µs, which correspond to CPMG-based RF
field strengths, νCPMG, ranging from 100 to 900 Hz (ref. 43). The spectra with
different τcp values were recorded in an interleaved fashion, and duplicate
data sets were recorded at two τcp values for error analysis. All spectra were
recorded at 30 °C with 0.8 mM 15N/13C/2H-labeled free yAAC3 and the
same sample in the presence of 10 mM ADP or 3 mM CATR. For the 2D 15N
TROSY-CPMG, 128 data points were recorded in the indirect dimension
with 24 scans per point for free AAC and 64 scans for the substrate- and
inhibitor-bound states. For the 3D TROSY-CPMG-HNCO experiment, 60 and
25 data points were recorded for the 15N and 13C indirect dimension, respectively,
with eight scans per point.
NMR relaxation dispersion data analysis. Conformational exchanges of free
AAC, AAC in the presence ADP and AAC bound to CATR are in the intermediateto-slow exchange regime (150–1,800 s−1). To avoid systematic errors in fitting
different time regimes, all dispersion curves were fit to an exact numerical
solution of the Bloch equation with a model of two-site exchange to obtain the
calc
calculated relaxation rates R2,
eff (refs. 43,44). The parameters of the two-site
exchange model, rate of conformational exchange, kex, the populations of the two
involved states, (pa and pb) and the 15N chemical-shift difference between the two
states, ∆ω, were obtained by performing least-square fits to minimize
c2 = ∑

(R

exp
calc
− R2, eff
2, eff

(

exp
∆R2, eff

)

)

exp
where R2, eff and Rcalc are the experimental and calculated relaxation rates,
2, eff

respectively, and the summation is over all residues included in the fit. The
exp
uncertainties in relaxation rates are given by ∆R2, eff and were calculated from
repeat experiments as described previously44.

First, relaxation dispersion profiles with R2 exchange contributions >4 s−1
were fit with individual exchange parameters to a two-site exchange model
to yield residue-specific values for the rate of exchange, kex, the chemical-shift
difference between the two states, ∆ω, and the populations of the states, pi.
In a second step, residues with similar kex and pi values were fit in global fits
assuming uniform rate constants and populations but site-specific values
for ∆ω, because the use of a global fit and the use of multiple magnetic fields led
to a higher certainty in the obtained parameters45,46. In a third step, residues
with R2-exchange contributions between 2 s−1 and 4 s−1 were fit individually,
with kex and pi constrained to the values obtained from the global fit to
determine their ∆ω.
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